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We believe the true measure
of a company is not just
what it does for owners and
clients but how well it
addresses the needs of all
other stakeholders as well.

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE
2020 will be remembered as one of the
most challenging years ever, as COVID-19
wreaked havoc with personal lives,
economies and governments across the
globe and brought unprecedented
change in all facets of life.
Despite the upheaval, at Solvera we are pleased to

To our clients, we encourage you to contact us if

have made progress in several aspects of our

you see the potential to work together in

corporate citizenship and proud to have supported

strengthening the communities we call home.

client and employee-driven philanthropic initiatives
during the year, such as the Warm Feet project
profiled in this report.

To prospective employees, if it is important to you
to align your career with a company as committed to
social responsibility as you are, we invite you to learn

We believe the true measure of a company is not just

more about exciting career opportunities with the

what it does for owners and clients but how well it

company as we grow.

addresses the needs of all other stakeholders as well.

To our employees, we cannot thank you enough for

For Solvera this means adopting a virtuous circle

your contributions to Solvera, our communities and

philosophy by taking a broader view of business

clients, both during a challenging and unpredictable

results and taking deliberate actions in support of our

year, but in normal times as well. Solvera is about

home communities and the environment. It also

people and your extraordinary attitude and efforts

includes our efforts in achieving a representative

speak volumes about your personal care and concern

workforce and ensuring that Solvera’s demonstration

for others.

of our core values of Caring, Sharing, Leading and
Learning creates a positive internal culture with very
high levels of employee engagement.

Reg Robinson and Jim Ostertag
Chief Executive Officers

We invite you to read more about our performance
and consider whether there is a role you can play in
helping us progress.

Solvera Solutions | solvera.ca
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Despite the tumultuous year, Solvera continued to
support our five pillars of community investment:

Housing

Food
Security

Education

Health

Healthy
Communities

COMMUNITY
CARE
The manner and extent of this support
was impacted significantly by COVID-19
as our community partners were forced
to adapt their friendraising and
fundraising activities throughout the year.
Many of 2020’s cancelled events – Fantasy Food,
Autism Walk/Run, Regina Food Bank Drive – are
mainstays of our community care program. Others,
such as Calgary’s Never Too Late graduations, FCC’s
Drive Away Hunger and Winnipeg’s Techapalooza for
Cancer Care Manitoba proceeded and were successes
once again, with our enthusiastic support.
Solvera’s annual Adopt a Family and Christmas Cheer
campaigns supported more than 10 families in 2020,
funded by caring employees.
To help some of our aligned community partners
during a very challenging year, Solvera increased its
pro-bono consulting expertise, with notable
contributions to organizations such as United Way
and Catholic Family Services.

Solvera Solutions | solvera.ca
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2020
WARM FEET
Making Good
Things Happen
One Pair at a Time
In 2019, Solvera Sales Executive Laura
Hofmeister and a like-minded friend
wanted to make a difference for those
relying on Winnipeg’s 15 shelters.
Number One on the shelters’ wish list was warm

“The community support was

socks to take the bite out of Winnipeg’s tough

unbelievable for a first-year drive.

winters for their clientele.

Some companies even created their own campaigns
and one company singlehandedly collected more than

Despite the challenges presented by COVID-19,
Laura and her friend Sheilah launched a campaign in
Fall 2020 and managed to enlist more than 50

500 pairs. We were so pleased that the effort
generated approximately 13,000 pairs and we are
hoping to hit the 20,000 pair level next year.”

businesses, including Solvera, to host donation bins
and/or financially sponsor this inaugural effort.

- Laura Hofmeister, Co-Founder

We believe in the
$900 K
$800 K

Solvera and its employees continue to

$700 K

recognize the United Way as central to

$600 K

our society’s efforts to improve the lives

$500 K

of Canadians.
This year, Solvera employees contributed
more than $45,000, bringing the total
contributions from Solvera and employees
over the past 15 years to $800,000 in
addition to numerous contributions at the
United Way Board and Committee level.
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Community Leaders
For many community and professional organizations facing unprecedented change as a result of COVID-19, the
guidance and wisdom from volunteers on Boards of Directors and Committees has been critical to the continued
delivery of many programs, achievement of their mission and perhaps even their existence.

It is therefore appropriate to highlight several of the community
leadership contributions made by Solverians in 2020:
- Greg Miller Saskatchewan Science Centre

- Shelley Paterson IT Solutions Association

- Reg Robinson Habitat for Humanity

- Carol Hillier Mount Royal Parent School Council

- Debbie Riendeau Bravestone Centre

- Mohammad Shaikh Islamist Association of Saskatchewan

- Anna Loomis Catholic Family Services

- Liz Noubarian Project Management Institute

- Susana Slavnik Famous 5 Foundation

- Jenny Noble Okotoks Parent Teacher Association, Project Management Institute
Plus so many others providing their professional and personal expertise to help their chosen organizations
navigate the challenges of this strange year, from coordinating the shift to virtual services for their churches,
to running condo, community and sports associations and everything in-between.

Longtime Developer and Architect
Keith Bjorndahl soars in more than his
Solvera duties.
Keith has been a volunteer with the Civil Air Search
and Rescue Association for almost 20 years, acting as
a search pilot as well as trainer for navigation and
techniques for homing in on emergency beacons both
on the ground and in the air. He’s also involved with
animal rescue work with Paws Needing Pilots Canada.
Solvera Solutions | solvera.ca
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DIVERSITY
Solvera embraces a merit-based
culture that selects, promotes and
rewards employees for their
contributions, both as individuals and
team members.
Our approach is to remove real and perceived
barriers to success for everyone and truly celebrate
the many differences we all bring to our work. Here
is a snapshot of our year-end 2020 workforce:
• Women represent 35% of Solvera’s total

In 2020,

workforce and 47% of our leadership team. This

Solvera

reflects a slight decrease in females over the past

continued its

year and a 6% increase in the number of female

tradition of

leaders.

actively supporting

• Women and men continue to be on equal footing
when it comes to pay at Solvera. Great care is
taken to remove barriers and biases that could
cause compensation inequity anywhere within our
system.

newcomers to Canada
– the vast majority of
whom would be considered a visible minority - through
employment coaching and employment opportunities
with organizations such as Regina Open Door Society,
Manitoba Start and Immigrant Services Calgary.
Through our sponsorship of Saskatchewan Science

Solvera embraces a merit-based
culture that selects, promotes and
rewards employees for their
contributions, both as individuals
and team members.

Centre, we also helped to inspire youth of all
backgrounds to consider STEM careers. Other STEM
initiatives for the year, such as our regular support of
computer camps for young students and particularly
girls, were sidelined by COVID-19 and our hope is to
renew our STEM advancement efforts in 2021.
Similarly, Solvera’s plans to adopt additional

• 27% of Solvera employees are members of a
visible minority group, which is 4% lower than last
year and an overall increase of 5% over the past
five years.
• 2% of employees have a disclosed disability,

measures to integrate Canada’s First Nations into the
workforce were also sidelined. Nevertheless, Solvera
continued to focus our efforts on upstream programs
that assist more indigenous youth to achieve their
Grade 12 certificates. We hosted Never Too Late
Graduations, provided a post-secondary scholarship

which has been a relatively constant number for

to a worthy GED student and donated a new laptop

several years.

computer to a Cowessess First Nations high school

• 1% of employees self-identify as First Nations.

Solvera Solutions | solvera.ca

graduate for her post-secondary studies.
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
AND CULTURE
We are strong believers in the power of
a fully engaged workforce and work hard
to create and maintain a progressive
culture where people can thrive.

Solvera was once again

Not only does this align well with Solvera’s corporate

culture continues to be an

citizenship values, we recognize the very strong

enabler of corporate success.

impact this has on our service delivery to clients and

Solvera was also nominated

contributions to the community.

for the Regina Chamber of

Solvera participates in national research studies
regularly to benchmark our performance against

named one of Canada’s Best
Managed Companies by
Deloitte, which validates
once again that our strong

Commerce’s Paragon Award
for Company of the Year.

others in the Canadian marketplace. The feedback

Solvera and employees appreciate the external

we gain is supplemented with employee focus group

recognition and validation that our people and

insights to help us continuously improve Solvera’s

processes are working well to support each other

standing as one of the employers of choice in our

and our clients, but we don’t need external studies to

home communities.

tell us the obvious: Solvera people love their jobs,

In 2020, Solvera’s engagement rate was an
impressive 88%, the tenth year in a row Solvera’s

are deeply committed to supporting their clients and
communities, and enjoy each other in the process.

engagement rate earned Solvera standing among
the top quartile group of Canadian companies.
Solvera Solutions | solvera.ca
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ENVIRONMENT
2020 was a banner year for achieving
reductions in Solvera’s carbon footprint,
and yet Solvera claims no special
credit for this.
We revived our employee-led environmental committee
in 2019 and planned several improvements for
2020… and then the world changed in early March.
With COVID-19 infections rapidly escalating, companies
across the globe transitioned quickly to a work from
home model and dramatically curtailed business
travel, purely for health and business reasons.
Months later, health and business objectives remain
the focal point for COVID response measures, but it
is also clear that there are compelling environmental
benefits to some of the forced changes.
Research by CPA and others validates that carbon
emissions associated with air travel and the daily
commute have decreased substantially, paper usage
has shrunk, food packaging has been reduced as

Solvera Solutions | solvera.ca

leftovers from the fridge replaced the take-out lunch
at work, and overall energy consumption is down.
Research also suggests that people tend to be more
environmentally conscious in their own homes than
at the office, by powering down their computers
when not in use, consistently turning off lights and
using more economical and sustainable beverage
systems.
All this is a result of COVID-19 but the opportunity
created to make future environmental progress is left
up to each company and its plans post-pandemic. At
Solvera, we intend to introduce more flexibility in
both where and how work is completed in the future.
Our default working model will still be working from
either Solvera or client offices on a daily basis, but
we will now have a process to consider modified
work arrangement requests and we expect many
employees will declare their interest.
And of course, once back in the office, we will revisit
and action our environmental to-do list.
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The

Virtuous
Circle
Definition:
Self-propagating
advantageous situation
in which a successful
solution leads to more of
a desired result or
another success, which
generates still more
desired results or
successes in a chain.
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Calgary

Edmonton

Victoria

201-1853 Hamilton St.
Regina, SK S4P 2C1

1700-330 Portage Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3C 0C4

Bow Valley Square 3,
Suite 1600 255-5th Ave. SW
Calgary, AB T2P 3G6

Unit 10 9745 92 St. NW
Edmonton, AB T6C 3S3

1321 Blanshard St.,
Suite 301
Victoria, BC V8W 0B6

Phone:
(306) 757-3510

Phone:
(204) 594-5585

Phone:
(403) 261-9707

Phone:
(403) 261-9707

Phone:
(778) 410-5103

Toll Free:
1-866-883-5552

Toll Free:
1-866-883-5552

Toll Free:
1-888-757-3510
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